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Crack NEET/IIT Physics with 
CbseGetting into a prominent and 

well-recognised engineering or 
medical college is a vision that 

each student has, but only a few 
students reach their goal.  

From deciding to enter engineering or medical to preparing for NEET Physics OR 
JEE, taking the exam and qualifying it to get admission in one of the IITs Or Govt 
Medical College, this is a long journey for each student.

Millions of students  appear  for NEET AND JEE  and  venture the examination 
each year. And, out of which only 10% get near to getting into their dream college 
(or close to it, as JEE advanced is another stage).  Those who couldn’t clear the 
exam shouldn’t lose the hope; instead, they should utilise their second 
opportunity well by making the right study plan for JEE 2019 AND NEET 2019.

There can be many inferences  you weren’t able to crack the examination, may it 
be lack of preparation, lack of mental/physical health or any other matter. Learn, 
two is better than one, as for now, you know how the test is going to be: the 
pattern, the time taken while carrying out the test, kind of questions and level of 
problems asked.

This blog is to support  you guys out by giving advice  that you should keep in 
mind for the second attempt to ace JEE NEET

Do Solid Preparation Of Physics By Doing All IRODOV AND H C VERMA

As the exam model  has changed and JEE 2019 will be the toughest physics 
exam, this is the time for you to difficult level questions of physics. To prepare for 
new computer-based JEE exam pattern, you should join a professional physics 
coaching institute and take as many tests as you can. It will not just equip you 
with the physics test pattern but will also help you make strategies to perform 
your best in Neet/jee Physics Exam.

Seek Physics Professional Help
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There are countless online as well as traditional coaching centres all around the 
nation. And it’s a necessary approach to give you a fresh start by seeking the 
help of an expert. For this, you can join Kumar Physics Classes where you not 
just get guidance from experienced teachers but can also save your time wasted 
on thinking what you are supposed to do. Mr Kumar guides you in the day to day 
activity of physics.

Go for Selective Study

Since you have already gone through every topic that you covered previously, 
things might become boring and monotonous. But don’t lose the interest 
altogether. You need the ignition to keep going, and this is possible only when 
you make a list of the topics that need more practice. To strengthen your weak 
areas, you can go for subject-specific Kumar Sir's Notes. 

Solve Previous Year Papers and Mock Tests Of Kumar Sir

‘Practice makes a man perfect’, and the only way to get ready for new online JEE/
NEET Physics pattern is solving mock tests. Kumar Physics Test Series can help 
you a lot in this as there you can find a large number Physics Test Series NEET  
JEE 2019. You can solve Daily Practice Physics Tests, Mock Tests, AIATS and 
Previous Year Physics Papers to check your level, improve your preparation and 
boost the confidence for the final day.

Doubt Clarifications Of Physics and Revision

You will need Physics experts’ help for the clarifications of doubts. And what’s 
better than sitting at home and getting your doubts clarified Asap by experienced 
faculty?  Ask Any physics doubts with Kumar sir.

There is no use of crying over spilt milk; instead, you should look forward and 
start JEE 2019/NEET 2019 preparation with full confidence. Thankfully, now you 
will get two chances to take the exam in the same year, and the best of both 
scores will be used for further admission process. So, don’t waste your time on 
thinking what went wrong; start your Physics For NEET, JEE 2019 preparation 
from today with Kumar Physics Classes.
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